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Films: 
 

Vladimir Petek, Aquarelle, 8 mm, b/w film, hand colored, 4’25’’, 1966 
Naško Križnar (OHO), 19

th
 Nervous Breakdown, 8 mm, b/w film, 4’03’’, 1966 

(featuring Marko and Marika Pogačnik)  
Ante Verzotti, Fluorescences, super 8mm, 4’2’’, 1967 

Ivan Martinac, Focus, 35 mm, b/w, 7’12’’, 1967 
Marjan Ciglič (OHO), Fullya Qwanso, 8 mm, color, 5’39’’1967 

Marjan Ciglič (OHO), OU, 8 mm, color, 3’25’’, 1969/70 
Miroslav Mikuljan, Seisana, 8 mm, 16mm, b/w, 4’53’’, 1970 

Slobodan Šijan,  Kosta Bunuševac in a Film About Himself, 8 mm, color, 15’, 1970  

Petar Trinajstić, Oh Fish, My Little Fish, 8mm, color, 3’33’’, 1973 
Ljubomir Šimunić, Gerdy, The Wicked Witch, 8 mm, color, 14’, 1973 – 1976 

 
 All films transferred on DVD 

 
 
 

Visual Arts: 
 

Marko Pogačnik (OHO), Rolling Stones, object painting, 1968 
Marina Abramović, Rhythm 2, 1974 performance documentation, super 8 mm, 2 screen 

projections, b/w, color, mute, (33’53’’ & 25’24’’), transferred on DVD 
 
 
 

Music: 
 

Uragani: Shell (1967) 
Grupa 220: City (1967), Somewhere There Is Someone like You (1968) 

Josipa Lisac: My Life (1970), Evening at Luna Park (1973) 
Time: Song No 3 (1972), King Alcohol (1972), Truth Machine (1972) 

Korni grupa: Voice from the Coast of Color (1972) 
Indeksi: Tide (1973)  

Zdenka Kovačićek: Click Theme No 1 (1973, live with Nirvana) 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 Tune in Screening makes manifest the ever intriguing and fruitful rapport between 
vanguard artists and popular culture, occurring within the unique context of a society that 
managed to create its own political, economic, and social system based on its vacillation 
between East and West during the height of the Cold War. Yugoslavia’s means of coping with 
the contradicting political agendas colliding within its territory may be best understood 
through cultural examples. For instance, while Scott Mckenzie’s 1967 international pop hit 
“San Francisco” spread its message of love and change over the much-restricted Eastern Bloc 
(consequently becoming an anthem to accompany demonstrations for more civil and political 
rights there), Yugoslavia’s premier record company Jugoton used it the same year to launch 
the career of young and upcoming pop singer Miso Kovac1. With lyrics translated into 
Croatian, “San Francisco” became an instant hit stripped of any ideological connotations, 
despite being young and tuned into the global stream. 
 The introductory artwork in Tune in Screening is a curious memento to rock musicians 
and their role in the Pantheon of influences that represented the youth of the 60s and 70s. The 
1968 work is a tribute to the Rolling Stones by Marko Pogacnik, co-founder of the OHO, a 
Slovenian art group and movement that, although devoid of any professional relation to the 
international community, organically involved itself with some of the most radical art 
practices of the mid 60s. The “Rolling Stones” is a small-scale object-painting from 
Pogacnik’s series on rock bands such as The Beatles, The Who, and Donovan. The band’s 
official poster was appropriated and mounted on 12 matchboxes, then divided into the puzzle-
like pieces. It is one of the works that inspired this exhibition, a consideration of the complex 
exchanges that arise between popular and radical creativity. When asked why he had used 
matchboxes as the base for the Rolling Stones image, Pogacnik disclosed a simple yet poetic 
tautological fact. Pogacnik clarified that when building a fire one needs matches, and rock 
bands were matches igniting his generation’s imagination, bringing suppressed resentment 
towards civilization into the public eye. Pogacnik’s objets trouvé inspired his friend and OHO 
member Matjaz Hanzek to create a formally similar piece in the same year. But instead of 
images, Hanzek used bold letters to communicate a simple statement. It reads, “LSD 
UZIVAM” (I enjoy LSD), revealing the experimentations on which some of the future 
individual or group works were based. This aspect of counterculture is usually neglected in 
critical appraisal of OHO’s pivotal status among the pioneers of the new art practice in favor 
of their more conceptually based oeuvre.  
 OHO’s art practice also included filmmaking, which in the exhibited works by Nasko 
Kriznar and Marjan Ciglič, reveal the complex interplay of booming youth culture. The films 
reflect early concerns with ecological issues and impending global corporate culture, with pop 
music serving as the obligatory background sound. This music functioned as an important and 
inseparable ingredient from the daily surroundings of OHO members and their youthful peers, 
a vital aspect of environmental openness when working within the formal strategies of 
structural and Fluxus aesthetics that were so important for the era’s experimental filmmaking. 
The influence of music was key in selecting the rest of the film program, a sequence that 
includes the diverse filmmakers from the thriving Cine-club experimental scene and Ljubomir 
Simunic, who like OHO members, operated outside the club’s framework. Besides the formal 
common denominators such as the flicker effect, fixed camera position, and double exposures 
amidst their diverse artistic raison d'être, all films share editing carefully synchronized to the 
background musical rhythms. The overall atmosphere of prevailing hedonism like that 
presented in Ante Verzotti’s or Ljubomir Simunic’s films, the corporal sensuality of Vladimir 

                                                
1  Miso Kovac developed into an iconic pop superstar, still holding his status today and with enough 
charisma to move arena size audiences into a frenzy by the simple act of raising his hands. Except for the first 
verse of the song, Kovac doesn’t need to sing at all, since the audience can finish the song for him in unison.  



Petek’s hand colored tape, the fishermen’s wet dream from Petar Trinajstic’s storytelling, or 
the abstracted female nudes by Mladen Mikuljan all juxtapose the somber transcendental 
symbolism of Ivan Martinac or spaced out documentary by Slobodan Sijan on the artist Kosta 
Bunusevac and his family. However, they all clearly demonstrate the significance of pop 
music as the spark that ignited serious experimentation in the formal visual language of 
filmmaking and endless creative methods for finding solutions to complex artistic visions. 
Accordingly, the most indicative amongst the presented works is Simunic’s Gerdy, The 

Wicked Witch that, like the other films in his psychedelic series (the earlier Pression and later 
Summer Tales), have been edited-in-camera for a period of 3 to 5 years and during that time 
preserved in the refrigerator to prevent the expiration of the celluloid film. In the broader 
cultural sense, the entire collection of Tune in Screening aims to change the accustomed 
understanding of Yugoslavia’s neo-avant-garde and new media practices as being 
inexpressive or too serious in their social engagement and agenda, as well as colorless and 
materially reduced in their formal aesthetics. 
 The program concludes with the second visual art piece, a two-channel video 
projection of the pioneering Marina Abramovic performance, Rhythm 2, performed in 
Zagreb’s Museum of Contemporary Art in 1974, at the end of the targeted decade. The 
medication Abramovic drops in succession, the first for catatonia and the second prescribed 
for the aggressive and depressed, makes her body an unwilling victim of the inflicted 
chemistry, convulsing in spasms for hours to the dismay of the audience. Therefore, using the 
same mind-altering mechanism of drugs, Marina Abramovic willingly surrendered to the 
unconsciousness to end the hedonist era and the long quest for the expended consciousness. 
As Abramovic yields to the medication, we see this artistic exploration come full circle. 
 The program’s related audio track presents some of Yugoslavia’s booming rock 
production of the era, which swept over pop festivals scene and music charts. Though I 
understand it as the result of the same influences, its beautiful lyrics and music somehow 
remained out of the visual artist’s interest, unlike the prosperous collaboration that will 
connect these two spheres in decades to come. 
 
 

Political background 

 

 
Under the leadership of Marshal Tito, the decade between the mid 1960s and mid 

1970s in socialist Yugoslavia began with economic and political reforms geared towards 
solving the serious problems that had followed from large-scale economic developments of 
the 50s. While in the 50s Yugoslavia claimed a GDP growth that was amongst the highest in 
the world, the mid 1960s to mid 1970s brought reforms which oriented the nation towards the 
creation of a market economy, a strengthening of the self-management political system and 
the private sector, and the decentralization of the state. The most widely felt changes to 
Yugoslavian society included the liberalization of foreign trade and an authorization giving 
citizens the right to obtain passports and travel abroad. These modifications, together with 
self-management economic system and political leadership in Non-aligned movement, made 
Yugoslavia a unique society for the time. But despite initial success, the limited objectives of 
the reforms brought unemployment, inflation, a widening gap between upper and lower 
classes, and alarming foreign debt. Moreover, the opportunity to travel abroad enabled many 
to actively seek and find employment in Western countries and send hard currency back 
home, thus involuntarily supporting a failing Yugoslavian economy. Many critics 
immediately warned that without the creation of a multi-party political arena, as opposed to 
the single party system, the economic reforms could never succeed.  



These political tensions resulted in widespread strikes and demonstrations that brought 
out formerly suppressed social and national identity related issues. In 1964 Ljubljana’s 
student and civil demonstration was provoked by the ban of Perspektive/Perspectives, a 
magazine that due to its international coverage helped acquit editor Tomaž Šalamun (a poet 
and future OHO group member) from a twelve-year jail sentence. The biggest demonstrations 
occurred from June 3rd to 11th, 1968 in Belgrade, coinciding with international student 
upheavals. Sparked by a poorly organized pop music program in Student’s City, 
demonstrations developed into a violent clash with police that ended with 169 wounded (134 
students). The riot was followed by a students’ strike and an occupation of the University that 
was supported by professors, citizens and prominent intellectuals. Although the protesters 
supported a continuation of the socialist revolution and self-management system, the revolt’s 
objectives went against the bureaucratic and etatist rule of the nation with its growing 
unemployment and social divisions. Simultaneously, they advocated for a democratization of 
the Communist Party, freedom of public gathering, stronger presence of public opinion, and 
reforms in the University system. Through mediation and the assurances of President Tito, 
whom demonstrators considered trustworthy, the occupation of the University of Belgrade 
came to an end. In spite of the promises, many of the upheaval’s leaders and supporting 
professors were sentenced, the editorial board of Studentski list (Student Paper) removed and 
its upheaval related issues banned. Underlying national problems and related socio-economic 
differences had haunted the amalgamated Yugoslavia since its 1918 institution but it was not 
until 1971 that these issues exploded. Starting with the 1967 Declaration on the Status and 

Name of Croatian Standard Language by leading poets and linguists, Croatia’s communist 
leadership in 1970 announced the creation of a political platform demanding the 
decentralization of the economy, a fair distribution of profits, and equal rights for Croatian 
citizens regardless of their national identity. The platform quickly developed into an 
influential grassroots movement sparking widespread support and demonstrations, especially 
among students, earning its name Maspok (abbreviation of Masovni pokret/ Mass Movement) 
or, more poetically, Croatian Spring. In December of 1971, after Croatia’s leadership was 
sacked by the Federal Communist Party and the entire movement dismissed as chauvinistic, a 
series of group trials and harsh sentences brought the movement to an abrupt end. The end of 
the 60s also witnessed demonstrations by Kosovo’s ethnic Albanians demanding civil rights, 
as well as cultural and political autonomy. The demands for a revolutionary change of the 
political apparatus towards the more radical left in 1971 were incited by the neo-avant-garde 
circle around the cultural center Tribune of Youth in Vojvodina’s capital Novi Sad. The unrest 
resulted in the disbandment of its board members Judita Šalgo and Darko Hohnjec, and the 
imprisonment of artists Slavko Bogdanović and Milan Mandić. In order to cope with growing 
social turmoil, Yugoslavia’s new 1974 Constitution, considered one of the longest in history, 
aside from proclaiming Tito president for life, announced a further decentralization of 
Yugoslavia’s existing federal political system with the introduction of the autonomous 
provinces of Kosovo and Vojvodina within the Republic of Serbia. According to the articles 
of 1974 Constitution, Croatia and Slovenia claimed independence in 1991, a trend that was 
followed by the majority of republics and finally brought Yugoslavia’s end in the sequence of 
wars occurring from 1991 to 1999.  

 
 

Cultural context 

 
Since the 1948 split between the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia (i.e. state leaders Stalin 

and Tito), Yugoslavia was positioned outside of the USSR dominated socialist block. 
Yugoslavia’s government endorsed abstract art is telling of this break at the level of state 



sanctioned aesthetics, which the government pragmatically utilized to demonstrate its 
difference from the West and thus promoting its own brand of soft socialism with human face. 
Victory of neo-constructivism and abstract expressionism over social-realism aesthetics was 
publicly marked by the 1953 exhibition of the group of neo-constructivist artists EXAT 51, 
followed a few months later by the solo show of painter Edo Murtić, both in Zagreb, Croatia. 
These were the first public exhibitions of abstract art within the communist world, followed 
by the first high profile museum exhibition of abstract art that opened to public at the 
Museum of Modern Art in Rijeka, Croatia in 1954. The overall progressive context of art in 
the 1950s created a platform for the even more vibrant cultural phenomena of the 60s, the 
former decade witnessed a widening gap between representatives of the neo-constructivist 
mode and their abstract expressionist counterparts. While the neo-constructivists explored 
utopian concepts of perpetual social evolution, which made them suspicious in the eyes of 
authorities, the abstract expressionists oriented themselves towards a pure formalism that was 
indifferent towards ruling policies. This indifference would make the abstract expressionists 
primary representatives of the highly successful style known as state or socialist modernism. 
 In the long run, neo-constructivists proved to be more fruitful in inspiring generations 
of artists to come, among them the new generations of the 60s who mixed radical avant-garde 
heritage with global counterculture ideas, and adopted an alternative lifestyle and rock music 
as the manifestos of their generation. They became the pivots of a clash with the mastodons of 
state modernism and conservatism in the bureaucratic governing system. At the same time, 
these artists actively contributed to the contemporary aesthetics of Fluxus, Conceptual art, 
video art, performance, public happenings, experimental film and related art practices, thereby 
transforming Yugoslavia’s cities of Zagreb, Ljubljana, Belgrade and Novi Sad as some of the 
most vibrant cultural centers of the era. The countercultural art practice, though critical of the 
role of public culture institutions, was supported by some - such were City Galleries of 
Zagreb (today Museum of Contemporary Art, Zagreb), Gallery of the Student Center (SC 
Gallery) in Zagreb, Gallery of the Student Cultural Center (SKC Gallery) in Belgrade, 
Tribune of Youth Cultural Center in Novi Sad - and publicized in a myriad of magazines. 
These artists were also financed and, on the occasions, sanctioned by the federal, republic, 
and local administrations. Their legacy lived and lives on within the art practice that emerged 
in the following decades. 

The love affair between abstract art and the governing communist structure was briefly 
brought to a standstill in 1963 after Tito’s speech condemning it as quasi-art and a waste of 
public money that was invested in expression unrelated to socialist reality. However, after the 
initial public shock in recognizing his statement as the hardening of the general state politics, 
Tito excused himself soon after on the grounds of being misinformed, and things continued 
from where they were briefly halted. Some experts explain this occurrence as a brief, political 
gesture of alignment with Soviet Union, a mere synapse in Tito’s continuous steering between 
East and West.   

Significant art and cultural events promoting avant-garde creativity during ground-
breaking period in Yugoslavia: 
 

- New Tendencies Movement and exhibition series (1961 – 1973), including Bit 

International Magazine for Visual Research (1968 -1972), Zagreb, Croatia 
 
During the height of the Cold War, New Tendencies transformed from an international art show 
organized by the City Galleries of Zagreb, into a dynamic movement, bringing together artists and 
scientists from the entire world with the goal of exchanging ideas both in theory and practice and 
creation of new society based on the synergy of scientists and artists. New Tendencies made Zagreb a 
world research center of the aesthetic, scientific and political potential of media and computer arts. Bit 



International was a multilingual journal for visual research and media theory published in 9 issues (two 
double issues), based on the aesthetics of informatics developed by Max Bense and Abraham Moles. 
 

- GEFF Genre Experimental Film Festival (1963 – 1970), Zagreb, Croatia 
 
GEFF was established after a series of debates between experimental filmmakers held at the Kino Club 
in Zagreb entitled “Anti-film and Us,” which was led by Mihovil Pansini. Anti-film was a type of film 
that was more focused on the pure acts of research and discovery, delving into its self-reflexive media 
language rather than any expression or communication happening between artist and viewer. Anti-film 
represented a radical annihilation of conventional film, its elements, principals and structure. GEFF 
became a worldwide locus for non-professional and experimental filmmakers. 
 

- Music Biennale Zagreb (1961 – ongoing), Zagreb, Croatia 
 

Music Biennale Zagreb was a platform for contemporary music that was detached from any form of 
convention. Therefore, the Biennale did not turn into a standard festival but rather prompted a 
possibility and necessity to confront, re-examine and disclose the reasons, style or experience of a new 
and distinct viewpoint. During the 60s and 70s, the Biennale sublimated the very essence of the 
international contemporary music scene and made a significant and profound impression on various 
fields of creative activity. 
 

- BITEF, International Theatre Festival (1967 – ongoing), Belgrade, Serbia 
 

Thanks to its visionary founders Mira Trailović and Jovan Ćirilov, the Belgrade International 

Theatre Festival presented some of the most courageous stage experiments of the 60s and 70s. In 
pursuing the destruction of old dramatic forms, BITEF’s avant-garde explorations often went hand-in-
hand with simultaneous trends in global theater. The Festival’s anti-traditional format created a 
productive environment for showing performative works by the era’s most important visual artists and 
art groups, thereby transcending the conventional divisions of the art disciplines.  
 

- Praxis, international school of philosophy and magazine (national editions 1964 – 
1974, international editions 1965 – 1973)  

 
The Praxis school was a Marxist humanist philosophical movement, founded by Zagreb’s 

philosophers Gajo Petrović and Milan Kangrga, and Belgrade’s philosopher Mihailo 
Marković. The school was focused on writings of young Marx and was attempt to return to the real 

Marx as against the Marx equally distorted by right wing social democrats and Stalinists. Besides the 
journal of the same name, it included a Korčula Summer School held on the island of the same name at 
the Adriatic coast (1964 – 1974) where it served as a meeting place for the world’s leading philosophers 
and social critics. Since the school was standing against the Marxist dogma, it was under constant 
attacks by the Yugoslav League of Communists, which finally brought it to the end. 

 
 

With respect to the experimental film practice presented in this exhibition, it should be 
stated that feature film production in Yugoslavia was, as in any other totalitarian society, 
under the special scrutiny of communist rulers. Until the mid 1960s, film was the only artistic 
medium in which social-realist state propaganda was the undisputed norm. The second half of 
the 1960s brought famous Black Wave feature films by directors such as Dušan Makavejev, 
Živojin Pavlović and Aleksandar Petrović among the others, representing some of the most 
radical social criticism of the era. Despite their international success and praise, the 
government had censored many of the Black Wave films and their respective authors. 
However, the Black Wave directors emerged from the booming activities of Cine Clubs, small 
amateurish organizations that were spread around the country under the umbrella of the 
socialist designed People’s Technique Clubs. During the 50s, 60s and beyond, these clubs 



offered a forum for unrestricted creativity in experimental film and social criticism that was 
financed by the state and, due to their limited audience, beyond its watchful gaze .Their 
activities stand out as the framework for some of the Yugoslavia’s most intriguing cultural 
productions.  
 Simultaneously, Yugoslavia’s thriving pop music industry covered an ever-growing 
interest in rock music. This industry both promoted internationally famous foreign artists 
through licensing contracts and supported a significant music scene within the country. The 
major Yugoslavian labels were:  
 

- Jugoton (est. 1948; today Croatia Records) and Suzy (est. 1972) in Zagreb, Croatia,  
- PGP-RTB (est. 1958; today PGP-RTS) and Jugodisk (1st company est. 1959, 2nd 

company est. 1974, today Jugodisk A.D.), in Belgrade, Serbia, 
- Diskoton in Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina (defunct, the entire archive of master 

records was destroyed during the war), 
- ZKP RTLJ (defunct) in Ljubljana, Slovenia. 

 
 
Branko Franceschi 
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